A Centre of Excellence for clinical treatment
research on neurological diseases

Research areas
• Multiple sclerosis (MS)
• Parkinson’s disease (PD)
• Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)

• Dementia

Goals
Develop new or improved treatment strategies – and
facilitate early access to new therapies for patients
across Norway through participation in national and
international randomized clinical trials.
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Organization
Project owner and host institution:
• Haukeland University Hospital (HUH)
The work of the centre, both financially and in
terms of research activity, is split equally between
HUH and the University of Bergen (UiB).

Host units:
• The Neurology Clinic, HUH
• The Department of Clinical Medicine, Medical
Faculty, UiB.
Additional partners:
• Haraldsplass Diaconess Hospital (HDH),
Bergen
• Lawson Health Research Institute, Ontario,
Canada.

Management:
• Professor Kjell-Morten Myhr (Centre
Director and Head of the Multiple
Sclerosis Program)
• Professor Charalampos Tzoulis (Centre
Co-Director and Head of the Neurodegeneration Program)
• Magnus Alvestad, Head of Administration.

Centre board:
The board of the Centre includes members
from the host and partner institutions.
Advisory support:
• Scientific Advisory Board
• User Council
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Scientific Advisory Board (SAB)
The SAB provides the Centre management with scientific and strategic advice related to the
research and study activity.

The international SAB members are all highly renowned scientists within Neuro-SysMed’s focus
areas:

• Neurodegeneration: Professor Kailash Bhatia, Queen Square Institute, UCLH, London, UK
• ALS: Professor Albert Ludolph, University Hospital of Ulm, Germany
• MS: Professor Xavier Montalban, Vall d’Hebron University Hospital, Barcelona, Spain
• Dementia: Professor Raymond Koopmans, Radboud University, Netherlands
• User involvement: Simon Denegri, OBE, The Academy of Medical Sciences, UK
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User Council
Established ultimo 2019 as an advisory body with representatives from all the relevant patient
organizations, with two representatives per disease group.
All organizations have the opportunity to provide input on issues they would like to bring up for discussion in the User Council. NeuroSysMed researchers and administration members also participate in the meetings, providing updates to the User Council on new and
ongoing research projects. Central is also the annual three-day course “User participation in medical research”.
Members per 2021:
• Lise Johnsen (Chair) – Norwegian MS Society
• Trine Lise Corneliussen (vice-Chair) – Norwegian Parkinson’s Association
• Gudrun Østhassel – Norwegian MS Society
• Ragnhild S. Støkket – Norwegian Parkinson’s Association
• Mirjeta Emini – National Association for Public Health
• Kristin Reimsers Kardel – National Association for Public Health
• Marit Stensen – ALS Norge
• Gry Lien – Alltid Litt Sterkere

– Lise Johnsen, Chair.
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Support
The main financial support comes from the
Research Council of Norway, with
contributions from the host institutions.
Total core Neuro-SysMed funding in 2021 was
42.5 MNOK:
• Research Council of Norway: 22.3 MNOK.
• Haukeland University Hospital: 10.8 MNOK
• University of Bergen: 7.3 MNOK

• Lawson: 1.3 MNOK
• Haraldsplass Deaconess Hospital: 0.7 MNOK

In addition, 204 MNOK in external funding since the
opening in October 2019.
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Budget
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Facilities
Availability of critical laboratory infrastructure required to support
clinical and translational research, currently hosting 40 persons,
including laboratory engineers and researchers at all levels, from
pregraduate students to senior scientists.
•

•

Wet-lab facilities
•

General purpose molecular biology laboratory

•

Tissue processing and morphology/microscopy laboratory

•

Cell-culture facilities including induced pluripotent stem cell work

•

Biomarker facility including a Simoa Quanterix digital biomarker
detection platform

•

Genomics facility including a dedicated 10X Chromium platform for
high-throughput parallel single-cell analyses

•

Ultrafreezer facility hosting a human brain and tissue bank

Computational unit
•

Five expert bioinformaticians, including a data manager, who perform
a complete range of big data analyses – from raw-data preprocessing
to sophisticated supervised and unsupervised analytical approaches

•

Innovative cloud-based data-cluster of Neuro-SysMed developed in
collaboration with the regional IT Department and Microsoft Azure
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Research Advice and Project Development
Yamila Torres Cleuren joined Neuro-SysMed in the fall of 2020 as a research advisor in a
50% position. She is working with all Neuro-SysMed PIs on their research plans and goals,
sketching out research paths and interactions between the groups.
2021 efforts include her support in:
• Designing projects across the research groups, taking
advantage of the different expertise available
• Work across the diseases; findings from one disease are
being translated into the others
• Enhanced efforts towards European grants
• Success in securing funding in 2021 for new or ongoing
clinical trials, PhD and Postdoc positions, and an
additional project funding
• Funding for a new K.G. Jebsen Centre for translational
research on Parkinson’s disease
• Continuing efforts towards supporting the careers of
early-stage researchers

– Yamila Torres Cleuren,
Senior Advisor.
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Systems Medicine
The concept of systems medicine in neurology is the backbone of the centre. Through collecting a wealth of data from the
Centre’s ongoing clinical studies, a clinical pipeline is gradually constructed to: 1) screen, recruit and systematically
assess patients, 2) assign patients to appropriate experimental treatment protocols that most closely match their disease
profile, and 3) precisely monitor treatment effects and outcomes. This will enable patients, and their caregivers, to receive
tailored/personalised treatment as well as the opportunity to participate in cutting-edge clinical research.
Head of research:
Charalampos Tzoulis
Other participating PIs:
Myhr
• Kjell-Morten
• Mandar Jog
Haugarvoll
• Kristoffer
Tysnes
• Ole-Bjørn
Vedeler
• Christian
Laurence
Bindoff
• Inge Jonassen
• Mathias Ziegler
• Aurora Martinez
• Trond Riise
•
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Innovation
Neuro-SysMed acknowledges the value of innovation
in medical application and seeks to be in the
forefront of applying new technologies and methods,
both in research projects and in therapy approaches.

In 2021, Neuro-SysMed launched the MED.hjelper portal,
as well as continuing work in two projects with industry
partners. Additionally, Neuro-SysMed organized a four
ECTS PhD course in health innovation in collaboration
with CCBIO. The Centre has also continued the process
of establishing a state-of-the-art online storage and
analysis solution in cooperation with Helse Vest IKT,
Capgemini and Microsoft. This resource is now available
to all the research groups in the Centre.

“FlowOx”
by
the
Norwegian
innovation company Otivio increases
blood circulation in the lower
extremities. A pressure chamber is
sealed around the patient’s legs just
below the knee, where it applies
negative pressure and atmospheric
pressure cycles. The treatment is
currently approved for selected
patients with arterial insufficiency that
causes intermittent claudication or
diabetes-related leg ulcers. Several
MS patients have reported significant
relief of pain and spasticity with
consequent improvement in functional
level. The centre has performed a
pilot study aiming at validation of
these anecdotal reports. Based on the
results of the pilot, Neuro-SysMed is
now planning both a small extension
and a larger phase 2 study.
In collaboration with the Technology
Transfer Office of Western Norway
(VIS),
Neuro-SysMed
has
implemented MED.hjelper, an online
solution makes it easier for patients
and their supporters to identify and
participate in appropriate clinical
trials.
Neuro-SysMed has established a
cooperation with the Dutch-Japanese
technology company Project Ipsilon,
which has developed a tablet-based
software application that aims to
measure
several
indicators
of
neurological damage. The Centre will
license this application in the STRATPARK study to evaluate its suitability
to detect early cognitive decline in this
patient population..
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Research School in Translational Neuroscience
The Research School was launched in March 2021, and the first courses was organized during the autumn term the same year. The vision
is to provide sustainable networks of researchers and support, in order to encourage young researchers to expand their promising career
beyond an accomplished PhD thesis or a postdoctoral fellowship. Research school leader is Nina Grytten Torkildsen.
Current courses:
•

CCBIONEUR910, Patient and public involvement in medical and
health research: a two ECTS, three-day course in collaboration with
CCBIO, aiming at creating a platform for competence development and
networking across professionals, including researchers, health care
personnel and user representatives, to facilitate communication and
sharing of experience from multiple perspectives. The overall objective of
the course is to develop the participants’ capacity to assess and convey the
value of patient and public involvement in general, as well as promoting
productive user involvement in participants’ research projects. Nina Jebsen
(CCBIO), Kjell-Morten Myhr (Neuro-SysMed) and Tone Skår (NeuroSysMed and VIS) are academic responsible for the course.

•

CCBIONEUR911, Clinical Trials in Cancer and Neurological Research:
a two ECTS, two-day course in collaboration with CCBIO, with modules
based on the ICH Good Clinical Practice (GCP). It covers topics from
design planning to execution. Learning examples from cancer research and
neurological research are embedded in the sessions. This course is also
qualifying for the GCP certificate. Line Bjørge (CCBIO) and Øivind Grytten
Torkildsen (Neuro-SysMed) are academically responsible for this course.
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•

CCBIONEUR912 – Health innovation: four ECTS, four-day course in
collaboration with CCBIO, with the overall aim to encourage and enable
PhD students and young researchers to identify and evaluate the
innovation potential in their own research projects and provide them with
the knowledge needed to be able to do this. It provides perspectives on an
alternative, entrepreneurial career path, showcasing examples of people
who have walked this path before. Agnete Engelsen (CCBIO) and Magnus
Alvestad (Neuro-SysMed) are academic responsible for this course.

•

NEUROSYSM930 – Applied bioinformatics and data analysis in
medical research: three ECTS, three-day course focusing on practical
aspects and methodological considerations that need to be taken into
account when dealing with human derived data, such as data sensitivity,
limited sample sizes, sample misclassification, choice of appropriate
statistical models, and covariates, and tissue heterogeneity. Dr. Kim
Brügger, Dr. Fiona Dick, Dr. Gonzalo Nido and Dr. Lilah Toker have the
academic responsibility.

Planned activity:
•

The course Suffering by POND Philosophy of Neuro-degeneration with PI
Jan Reinert Karlsen and Postdoc Caroline Benedicte Nitter Engen

•

Annual Neuro-SysMed Symposium

•

Junior Scientist Symposium
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Neuro-SysMed
Seminars
The objectives of the Neuro-SysMed seminars are to provide
knowledge into the research field of the disciplines involved
in Neuro-SysMed, and the treatment strategies for patients
with MS, PD, ALS and dementia.

The seminars are organized as monthly meetings,
including speakers from Neuro-SysMed as well as invited
local, national and international speakers. The seminars
and symposium also offer additional time for live
discussions between the faculty and the participants at
the end of the sessions, or during an optional lunch.
Participation provides ECTS for PhD candidates and is
part of the Neuro-SysMed Research School in
Translational Neuroscience.
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Principal Investigators and Research Groups
The Centre includes 13 principal investigators with
separate research groups. Some groups are focusing
on one of the specific diseases of the Centre, while
others work across the diseases.
Some groups have all their activity within the Centre,
and thus comprises the core activity of Neuro-SysMed,
while others contribute with defined and important
projects into the Centre.
Several groups have projects spanning for the whole
lifetime of the Centre, while others have most of their
planned activities later in the lifetime of the Centre –
dependent on activities and deliveries of other groups.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple Sclerosis Research Group, PI Kjell-Morten Myhr
The Neuromics Research Group, PI Charalampos Tzoulis
The Bergen Dementia Research Group, PI Kristoffer Haugarvoll
Clinical Treatment for ALS, PI Ole-Bjørn Tysnes
Centre for Elderly and Nursing Home Medicine, PI Bettina Husebø
The Biorecognition Unit, PI Aurora Martinez
The Mitochondrial Medicine and Neurogenetics Research Group
(MMN), PI Laurence Bindoff
Molecular Bioenergetics and Signaling Group, PI Mathias Ziegler
The Neuroimmunology and Biomarker Group, PI Christian Vedeler
Motion Biomechanics and Biomarkers in Parkinson’s Disease, PI
Mandar Jog
The DRONE group – Drug Repurposing for Neurological diseases,
PI Trond Riise
The Bioinformatics Research Group, PI Inge Jonassen
The Philosophy of Neurodegeneration Group, PI Jan Reinert
Karlsen
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The Multiple Sclerosis
Research Group
Biomarkers and tailored therapies for
patients with multiple sclerosis
PI: Kjell-Morten Myhr
Myhr is a Senior Consultant and Professor of Neurology and has
since 2001 chaired the MS Research Group. He has previously
chaired the first KG Jebsen Centre for Medical Research (in MS)
and is currently the Director of Neuro-SysMed.
• Aims at developing tailored treatment strategies for patients with
MS
• Improve treatment strategies for already available diseasemodifying therapies
• Define new disease pathways that can be targeted by novel
therapies
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The Neuromics
Research Group
Biomarkers and tailored therapies for
Parkinson’s disease (PD)
PI: Charalampos Tzoulis
Tzoulis is a Professor of Neurology and Neurogenetics and an expert on
movement disorders and neuro-degeneration, including dementia and
parkinsonism. His research focuses on exploring the role of mitochondrial
dysfunction in PD. Tzoulis is also Director of the K.G Jebsen Center for
Translational Research in PD, and Co-Director of Neuro-SysMed.
• Interdisciplinary research group integrating clinical, molecular and
computational neuroscientists with the common goal of deciphering and
treating Parkinson’s disease
• Elucidate mechanisms driving the initiation and progression of PD
• Develop biomarkers enabling an early and more precise diagnosis of PD
• Stratification of patients according to molecular pathophysiology
• Find and test novel neuroprotective therapies able to prevent, slow down
or arrest the progression of PD
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The Bergen Dementia
Research Group
Focus on Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and
dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB)
PI: Kristoffer Haugarvoll
Haugarvoll is a Consultant Neurologist with a clinical expertise that
include neurodegeneration, movement disorders, dementia, and
neurogenetics. His main research focus is dementia and neurodegeneration in particular dementia related to AD, dementia with
DLB and the Parkinson’s disease dementia (PDD) spectrum.
• Identifying novel biomarkers for dementia and stratifying
dementias according to underlying molecular patterns

• Develop novel treatments for dementias
• Establish a comprehensive biomarker panel for dementia
• Elucidate how the mixture of different molecular pathologies
affects prognosis
• Stratify individual patients suffering from dementia based on
underlying biological processes
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Clinical Treatment for
ALS
To discover a therapy, modulating disease
activity and progression in ALS
PI: Ole-Bjørn Tysnes
Ole-Bjørn Tysnes is a Consultant Neurologist and Professor of
Neurology. He has for many years focused on research in ALS and
Parkinson’s disease and is PI of the ongoing ALS studies at NeuroSysMed.
• No known cure for ALS – discovering a therapy is the main goal
• Investigating the hypothesis that oral administration of combination
therapy with NR and pterostilbene will inhibit neurodegeneration
and increase survival and quality of life in patients with ALS

• Recording detailed clinical data and collecting biological materials
• Stratifying ALS patients by clinical, genetic and biological
characteristics for improved tailoring of treatment trials and future
therapies
• Record the use of off-label therapies, as well as supplement use of
vitamins and other compounds
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The Active Ageing
Group
Investigating digital phenotyping in older adults with and
without PD by wearable devices to improve our understanding of the ageing process and PD

PI: Bettina Husebø
Bettina Husebø, MD, PhD, is a Professor and Head of the Centre for Elderly
and Nursing Home Medicine (SEFAS) and Head of Innovation at the
Department of Global Public Health and Primary Care (IGS). She has a medical
specialization in Nursing Home Medicine and in Palliative Medicine and her
research focuses also on assessment of pain in patients with dementia, impact
of pain on behavioural disturbances in patients with dementia, as well as
psychometrics and algesimetry.
• Smart, wearable technologies and interviews to find out how we can have a
better and safer ageing

• Document the benefits of an active life by using technologies that collect
data passively, while the participants have their normal daily life
• Investigating the current possibilities for enhanced activity and quality of life
in healthy elderly and people with e.g. Parkinson’s disease (PD)
• Produce big data to develop AI-based algorithms that can describe and
predict function and activity in elderly people
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The Biorecognition Unit
Investigating the molecular basis of
disease
PI: Aurora Martinez
Professor Aurora Martinez is the leader of the Biorecognition Unit. She investigates the
molecular mechanisms underlying neurometabolic and neurological disorders applying

multidisciplinary and translational approaches.
•

The Unit has expertise and skills in biophysics, structural biology, drug design,
cellular biology and animal models of disease, investigating how structure
determines molecular recognition, stability and function in selected biomolecular
networks

•

Focus is on inborn errors of metabolism and neurotransmitter dysfunction, notably
parkinsonisms

•

Compound screening and early-stage drug discovery in the development of
mechanistic therapies

•

Molecular-level understanding of the organization and regulation of relevant
presynaptic dopaminergic proteins

•

Collaboration with partners on drug discovery, aiming at the recovery of
mitochondrial function and dopamine regulation
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The Mitochondrial Medicine
and Neurogenetics Research
Group (MMN)
Clinical and basic research primarily focused
on mitochondria and their role in disease
PI: Laurence A. Bindoff
Laurence A. Bindoff, MD, PhD, is a specialist in neurological genetics
with special focus on mitochondrial diseases. Although a Professor
Emeritus since November 2021, he continues his active participation in
the group.
• Provides expertise in generating stem cell models in appropriate
cell lineages (e.g. neuronal or glial) that can provide insight into the
mechanisms of neurodegeneration
• Has generated cortical organoids (“brains in dish”) from patients
with mitochondrial disease and controls
• Provides methods for assessing mitochondrial function in individual
cells
• Working on astrocyte involvement in neurodegeneration
• Shows how mitochondria are remodelled during cardiomyocyte
differentiation
23
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Molecular Bioenergetics
and Signaling Group
Studying the impact of NAD+ deficiency on major
cellular bioenergetics and signalling systems
PI: Mathias Ziegler
Mathias Ziegler is a professor at the Department of Biomedicine at the UiB,
and a world leading expert on mitochondrial biology and NAD-metabolism.

•

Working on the theory that therapies promoting mitochondrial function via
replenishing the NAD+ pool can shield neurons against the
neurodegenerative processes and delay disease progression

•

Investigating how mitochondria are supplied with NAD to get new insights
into the disease mechanisms

•

Has established cellular NAD+ turnover rates in human cell lines and
identified metabolic adjustments evoked by chronic NAD+ deficiency

•

Has developed a highly sensitive and fast LC-MS-based method to
measure the key bioenergetic nucleotides in biological samples

•

Has established a method to determine downstream metabolites of NAD
supplementation
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The Neuroimmunology
and Biomarker Group
Translational single cell omics research
PI: Christian Vedeler
Christian Vedeler is a professor of neurology and neuroimmunology and a
senior consultant. He has for many years developed and established
clinically relevant biomarkers for diagnosis and treatment of neurological
diseases. Professor Vedeler is an international expert in immune mediated
paraneoplastic neurological diseases and his expertise include neuroimmunology, biomarker establishment, autoimmunity and neurodegeneration.
•

Quality-controlled diagnostic and biomarker assays based on state-of-theart technologies

•

Mass and flow cytometry for deep immune phenotyping

•

Functional and quantitative assays for antibody-based therapy

•

CSF and serum biomarker assays

•

Measure NFL-light chain in serum samples from patients to monitor
treatment response and disease progression in neurological diseases

•

Basic research on stem cells

•

Studies on the brain microenvironment in post-mortem tissues
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Motion Biomechanics and
Biomarkers in Parkinson’s Disease
Novel therapeutic approaches as well as smart
technologies to objectify clinical assessment and
treatment of patients
PI: Mandar S. Jog
Professor Mandar S. Jog, MD, FRCPC, is an internationally renowned expert
in movement disorders, including dystonia, tremor, ataxia and Parkinson’s
disease, and runs a state-of-the- art centre dedicated to the diagnosis and
treatment of patients with these common and debilitating disorders. He is
also widely acknowledged as a leader in research and innovation in the fields
of movement disorders and neurodegeneration.
•

Understanding of how neuronal networks function

•

Improving the care and quality of life of patients with movement disorders

•

Developing new innovations:
o
o
o
o
o
o

TremorTek, a measurement system for injection of Botulinum toxin for tremor
Spinal cord stimulation for gait failure in Parkinson’s disease
Whole-body Kinematics for objective motion capture in movement disorders
Robotics to assess the biomechanics of the upper limb
Therapeutic application of a novel trans cranial electrical stimulation technique in
various movement disorders
Innovative method of imaging in Parkinson’s disease
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The DRONE group
Drug Repurposing for Neurological
diseases
PI: Trond Riise
Trond Riise has a background in mathematics/statistics and is a professor in
epidemiology. His research has been related to epidemiological studies of
neurological diseases. Dr. Riise has an extensive collaboration with
researchers at Harvard University, where he previously was a visiting
professor. He is also currently a core investigator of the Center for Parkinson
Precision Neurology at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Harvard
University. Riise has also been a visiting professor at the Universities of
Ferrara and Bologna, Italy. Riise’s international collaborators are key
researchers in this Neuro-SysMed project.
•

Comprehensive drug-screening

•

Evaluate whether existing drugs (molecules) can be repurposed as
effective treatment of PD, ALS and MS

•

“Inverse translational research” method that represents a novel use of
Norwegian health registries
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The Bioinformatics
Research Group
Bioinformatics and Big data
PI: Inge Jonassen
Professor Inge Jonassen has broad expertise within bioinformatics with a
focus on development and application of informatics methods for the analysis
of molecular biology data. His research interests include methods for the
automatic discovery of patterns, data analysis, algorithms and machine
learning applied on molecular biology data, and he is Head of the
Department of Informatics and Director of the Computational Biology Unit,
CBU, a leading hub of bioinformatics research spanning both the basic and
applied fields.
•

Development and application of methods to analyze omics data for PD
patients and controls

•

Co-analysis of proteomics and transcriptomics level data from patients

•

Establish infrastructure for controlled sharing of molecular level and
clinical data supporting medical biomedical research findings

•

Solutions for analyzing human molecular level data as well as phenotypic
data in secure environments

•

Establish better support for data management and FAIR data sharing for
Norwegian life science research projects
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The Philosophy of
Neurodegeneration Group
Better understanding of philosophical issues in precision
medicine in severe chronic neurological diseases
PI: Jan Reinert Karlsen
Jan Reinert Karlsen is Associate Professor at the Centre for the Study of the
Sciences and the Humanities (SVT), an inter-disciplinary and inter-faculty research
unit at the University of Bergen. Karlsen has been instrumental in developing and
delivering the prizewinning interdisciplinary course-portfolio ‘Major Questions in
Research and Society’. His research interests revolve around (1) the philosophical
clarification of the concept of suffering and the critical and reflexive meta-study of
the knowledge of suffering as well as disciplines that study suffering, (2) knowledge
cultures and interdisciplinary teaching and learning, and (3) the philosophy of postgenomic science and precision medicine.
•

Mapping and critically assessing conceptions of suffering in different academic
and non-academic thought traditions

•

Building an integrative model for synthesizing different dimensions of suffering

•

Developing communication tools for caregivers and people living with severe
chronic neurological diseases

•

Public and academic engagements to showcase the importance of ethical
reflection, RRI and sustainability when addressing dilemmas and complex
challenges arising in the science-society interface
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Trials and Research
Randomized clinical trials are the backbone of the
Neuro-SysMed activities.
While each study has its own scientific questions and
efficacy endpoints, all projects running under the
Centre contribute with data to a common NeuroSysMed database.
Other studies aiming at characterizing diseases are
also contributing to the Neuro-SysMed database.
Using this database, the vast amount of information
collected at the Centre will be integrated in order to
define biomarkers that enable early and precise
diagnosis, subgrouping of patients within each
disease, accurate prognosis and tailored treatment
choices.
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PI: Lars Bø

Trial: Autologous hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (HSCT) in MS
A randomized clinical trial for comparing autologous hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (HSCT) versus alemtuzumab, cladribin or ocrelizumab in MS (The
RAM-MS study)

Participating Centres
Norway
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• Akershus University Hospital, Lørenskog
• St Olav’s Hospital, Trondheim
• University Hospital of North Norway, Tromsø

• Background: HSCT is a promising therapy in MS, but limited data from randomized clinical
trials (RCTs) are available.
• Objectives: to investigate whether HSCT is a safe and effective therapy in highly active
multiple sclerosis compared to standard high-efficacy therapies, and to establish sufficient
evidence to support routine use of HSCT in MS.

Sweden
• Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg
• Uppsala University Hospital, Uppsala

• Primary endpoint: the difference of HSCT versus comparator in the proportion of patients
with no evidence of disease activity (NEDA) after 2 years (96 weeks) or the main study, and
further after 5 years (240 weeks) in the extension study.

Denmark
• Copenhagen University Hospital, Rigshospitalet,
Copenhagen

• Status: 67 patients have been enrolled in the study (per spring 2022), and enrolment will
continue until the target of 100 patients is reached. Patients from all health regions in Norway
are screened and randomized at the University Hospital of North Norway (UNN), St. Olavs
Hospital (St. Olavs), Akershus University Hospital (Ahus), and Haukeland University Hospital
(HUH).

The Netherlands:
• VU University Medical Centre, Amsterdam
Funding
• KLINBEFORSK
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• Haukeland University Hospital
• Participating hospitals
• The Research Council of Norway

• Norwegian patients randomized for HSCT are treated at HUH, and those for standard highefficacy MS-therapy are treated at their local hospitals. Blood sampling, imaging and clinical
scoring of the Norwegian patients are performed at HUH.

• The international study sites are located in Copenhagen (DK), Amsterdam (NL), Uppsala and
Gothenburg (SW).
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PI: Øivind
Torkildsen

Trial: Early B-cell depletion therapy in MS
The Ocrelizumab VErsus Rituximab off-Label at the Onset of Relapsing MS
Disease; The OVERLORD-MS study

Participating Centres
Norway
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• Oslo University Hospital, Oslo
• Akershus University Hospital, Lørenskog
• Stavanger University Hospital, Stavanger
• St Olav’s Hospital, Trondheim
• University Hospital of North Norway, Tromsø
• Nordland Hospital Trust, Bodø
• Namsos Hospital, Namsos
• Molde Hospital, Molde
• Sørlandet Hospital Trust, Kristiansand
• Telemark Hospital Trust, Skien
• Vestre Viken Hospital Trust, Drammen
Sweden
• Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm
Funding
• KLINBEFORSK
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital
• University of Bergen
• Participating hospitals

• Background: B cell depletion therapies (rituximab, ocrelizumab, ofatumumab) are proven
highly effective in MS. A Norwegian HTA indicate similar treatment effects from rituximab and
ocrelizumab – but clearly, state that more data, preferably from a RCT is needed. In this noninferiority study, the MS-research group aims to compare the efficacy and safety of rituximab
to ocrelizumab for treatment of newly diagnoses patients with relapsing-remitting MS.
• Objectives: to evaluate if rituximab has comparably efficacy and safety as ocrelizumab in the
treatment of newly diagnosed patients with multiple sclerosis.
• Primary endpoint: the proportion of patients free of new T2 magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) lesions between month 6 and month 24 (two years).
• Status: The first patient was included at Haukeland University Hospital early November 2020
and currently (spring 2022) about 117 patients have been enrolled in the study at seven
hospitals. Altogether, 13 hospitals in Norway and Sweden plan to participate.
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PI: Lars Bø

Trial: Mesenchymal Autologous stem
cells in progressive MS
Study of Mesenchymal Autologous stem cells as Regenerative Treatment for
Multiple Sclerosis (SMART-MS)

Participating Centres
Norway
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• Akershus University Hospital, Lørenskog
• St Olav’s Hospital, Trondheim
• The University Hospital Nord-Norge, Tromsø
Germany
• University Hospital in Ulm
Funding
• KLINBEFORSK
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital
• University of Bergen
• Participating hospitals

• Background: There is currently no effective treatment available to promote repair of damage
to the central nervous system (CNS), caused by multiple sclerosis (MS), and thereby to
reverse neurological disability. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have the potential to induce
neuronal repair through multiple neuroregenerative mechanisms, including remyelination,
immunomodulation and stimulation of endogenous cerebral stem cells. In this pilot project,
the group aims to investigate the potential of regenerative stem cell treatment with MSCs in
MS and to increase the understanding of the underlying mechanisms of action.
• Objectives: to study whether intrathecal treatment with autologous bone marrow derived
MSCs is feasible, safe and promotes neural repair in patients with progressive MS.
• Primary endpoint: the difference in the change of composite score (CEP) of three neurophysiological measures (Somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP), visual evoked potentials
(VEP) and motor evoked potentials (MEP) from baseline between MSC treatment versus
placebo.
• Status: The first patient was included at Haukeland University Hospital in August 2021 and
currently five patients have been enrolled in the study (per spring 2022).
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PI: Øivind
Torkildsen
The project will be
included in the thesis
of PhD Candidate Dr.
Hilde Marie Torgauten)

Participating Centres
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• Oslo University Hospital, Oslo
• Sørlandet Hospital Trust, Kristiansand
Funding
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• Haukeland University Hospital
• Oslo University Hospital
• Sørlandet Hospital Trust, Kristiansand
• University of Bergen
• The Norwegian MS Registry

Trial: The COVID-19 vaccination
response in MS patients
COVID-19 vaccination response in multiple sclerosis patients receiving various
disease-modifying therapies
• Background: Live vaccines are generally not recommended for patients that receive
disease-modifying therapies. Vaccination response and immunity is another challenge related
to vaccination of MS-patients receiving disease-modifying therapies. These medications have
immunomodulatory or immunosuppressive effects and may therefore reduce the immune
response to various vaccines.
• Objectives: to evaluate the efficacy and safety of COVID-19 vaccines in MS-patients with
and without disease-modifying therapies, compared to healthy population controls not
receiving immunotherapy.
• Status: Patients have been recruited for participation at Haukeland University Hospital, Oslo
University Hospital, Sørlandet Hospital Trust, as well as through the Norwegian MS Registry.
• Results so far have shown that rituximab and fingolimod reduce the humoral vaccination
response to COVID-19 vaccines, and that booster vaccines improve this vaccine response.
• Further studies on cellular immune responses will be conducted.
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PI: Kjell-Morten
Myhr

Trial: Spasticity therapy in MS
A pilot study to evaluate a novel treatment strategy for spasms in multiple
sclerosis; the FlowOX-MS study

Participating Centre (single centre pilot)
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen

Funding
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital
• University of Bergen
• Otivio AS, Oslo

• Background: Several MS-patients have tried a new treatment method shown to reduce
lower extremity pain by improved blood circulation in the lower extremities, called “FlowOx”. A
pressure chamber sealed around the patient’s legs just below the knee, applies a negative
pressure and atmospheric pressure cycles. The treatment is currently approved and used for
selected patients with arterial insufficiency caused by intermittent claudication or diabetesrelated leg ulcers. Several MS patients, who reported significant relief of pain and spasticity
with consequent improvement in functional level, approached the producer (Otivio, Oslo) and
the Norwegian MS Society to explore the possibility for systematic evaluation of this possible
new therapy for spasticity.
• Objective: to evaluate whether patients’ reported spasticity is reduced after one months of
pulsating negative pressure therapy (FlowOx). Several secondary and tertiary endpoints are
included.
• Primary endpoint: to evaluate change in self-reported spasticity using the numerical rating
scale (NRS) over the last 24 hours after daily 1-hour self-treatment with FlowOx from
baseline to week four. In case of a positive result, the group will consider to design a placebocontrolled trial to further explore a positive effect of FlowOx on pain and spasticity in MS.

• Status: A study protocol has been approved by the Regional Committees for Medical and
Health Research Ethics Western Norway, and the Norwegian Medicines Agency. Ten patients
were included in May-June 2021 for six months of therapy. Overall, preliminary analyses
suggest that the self-reported efficacy of the intervention is in favour of FlowOx therapy.
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PI: Stig
Wergeland

Research: Genetic susceptibility in MS
MS-SEQ - elucidating the genetic susceptibility of multiple sclerosis by whole
exome sequencing

Participating Centres
• The Norwegian MS Registry
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• University of Bergen
Funding
• The Norwegian MS Registry
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital
• University of Bergen
• Regeneron

• Objectives: to identify possible novel genetic risks of MS and possible biomarkers for
diagnosis and disease progression, and further exploit the obtained insight of disease
mechanisms to identify novel therapeutic targets.
• Design: DNA samples from about 2500 MS patients in the Norwegian MS Registry and about
3000 controls, mainly from the HUSK-study, will be analysed by whole exome sequencing
and data will be available for analyses from Q3 2022.
• The group will analyse the data for possible novel genetic risks of MS or possible biomarkers
for diagnosis and disease progression, and further exploit the obtained insight of disease
mechanisms to identify possible novel therapeutic targets.
• Status: The Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics Western Norway
has approved the study, and contract for collaboration with HUSK and the exome sequencing
providers (Regeneron) is finalized.
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PIs: Kjell-Morten
Myhr and
Charalampos
Tzoulis

Trial: Nicotinamide Riboside in
progressive MS
A randomized, double-blinded, phase-I/II clinical trial of nicotinamide riboside (NR)
in progressive MS
• Objective: to study whether oral supplementation with nicotinamide riboside (NR) as add-on
to standard care, reduces disability progression in progressive multiple sclerosis (PMS), and
thus is a novel therapy for this devastating MS disease course.

Participating Centres
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• Stavanger University Hospital, Stavanger
• Haugesund Hospital Trust, Haugesund
• Førde Hospital Trust, Førde
• Other centres in Norway are to be decided

• Status: The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway has secured study funding, and
ChromaDex (Irvine, California) will provide nicotinamide riboside (NR) and placebo capsules.
The study protocol will be finalized and prepared for submission to the Regional Committees
for Medical and Health Research Ethics Western Norway, and the Norwegian Medicines
Agency during Q2-2022 and estimated study start is Q4 2022.

Funding
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital
• University of Bergen
• Participating hospitals
• ChromaDex (Irvine, California)
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PI: Øivind
Torkildsen

Trial: Rituximab dose-extension study in
relapsing-remitting MS
Rituximab Extended Dose interval in mUltiple sClErosis; the REDUCE-MS study

Participating Centres
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• Other centres in Norway are to be decided
Funding
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• Haukeland University Hospital
• University of Bergen
• The DAM foundation
• Participating hospitals

• Objectives: to evaluate whether the efficacy of extended dosing of rituximab is similar to the
standard six months interval, and whether the frequency of neutropenia, hypogammaglobulinemia and infections are changed.
• Primary endpoint: the proportion of patients with no evidence of disease activity (NEDA)
after 2 years.
• Status: The study protocol will be finalized and prepared for submission to the Regional
Committees for Medical and Health Research Ethics Western Norway, and the Norwegian
Medicines Agency during Q2-2022 and estimated study start is Q4 2022.
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PI: Charalampos
Tzoulis

Trial: NAD-PARK
A randomized, double-blinded, phase-I clinical trial of nicotinamide riboside (NR)
in PD

Participating Centre
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen

Funding
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital

• Background: A rapidly growing body of evidence suggests that mitochondrial dysfunction
plays a key-role in the pathogenesis of PD. Augmenting cerebral nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NAD) metabolism could ameliorate several processes implicated in the
pathogenesis of PD. NAD can be replenished via supplementation of its biosynthetic
precursor nicotinamide riboside (NR), which has been shown to be well-tolerated in humans.
The goal of the phase-I NADPARK trial was to determine whether NR is safe, augments
cerebral NAD levels, and affects cerebral metabolism in patients with PD.
• Objectives: to determine tolerability and cerebral bioavailability of NAD supplementation
therapy with NR in PD.
• Design: A total of 30 individuals with newly diagnosed, drug naïve PD were randomized to
NR 500 mg x2/day or placebo for 30 days. Participants were followed with clinical
examination, blood tests, muscle biopsy cerebrospinal fluid sampling, and structural and
functional neuroimaging, including in vivo measurement of cerebral NAD-levels by
phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31P-MRS) of the brain.
• Primary endpoint: brain penetration and target engagement, as measured by cerebral NADlevels (31P-MRS) and glucose utilization (FDG-PET).
• Status: The NAD-PARK trial is completed and showed encouraging results, which were
published in the prestigious journal Cell Metabolism.
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PI: Charalampos
Tzoulis

Trial: NO-PARK
A randomized, double-blinded, phase-II clinical trial of nicotinamide riboside (NR)
in PD

Participating Centres/Partners
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• Akershus University Hospital, Oslo
• Ullevål University Hospital, Oslo
• Rikshospitalet, Oslo
• Vestre Viken Hospital, Drammen
• St Olav’s University Hospital, Trondheim
• Dr. Karen Herlofson and Arendal Hospital, Arendal
• Førde Central Hospital, Førde
Funding
• KLINBEFORSK
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital

• Background: Translational research by us and others nominates NAD supplementation as a
potential neuroprotective therapy for PD. The central hypothesis of NO-PARK is that oral
administration of the NAD precursor NR can boost neuronal NAD levels and ameliorate
mitochondrial dysfunction in PD. This, in turn, will rectify neuronal metabolism and inhibit
neurodegeneration, resulting in amelioration of clinical symptoms and delayed PD
progression. See details under the NAD-PARK trial.

• Objectives: To determine whether NR-therapy is neuroprotective in PD, and able to delay
disease progression.
• Design: NO-PARK is a multi-centre, phase II randomized double-blinded clinical trial,
comparing NR to placebo in individuals with early-stage PD. Individuals with PD (n = 400) are
being recruited starting 01/10/2020 from centres across all four health regions of Norway.
After the initial assessment, participants are randomly assigned to either NR 500 mg x 2/day,
or placebo and followed with regular clinical examination, brain imaging and blood tests for a
total period of one year.
• Primary endpoint: to determine whether high dose oral NR delays disease progression in
PD measured by MDS-UPDRS. Secondary & tertiary endpoints include to determine
whether high dose oral NR: a) Improves and/or prevents specific clinical symptoms in PD
(e.g. motor and non-motor symptoms, cognitive symptoms, activity of daily living), b) Delays
nigrostriatal degeneration (DAT-scan) c) Rectifies NAD metabolism and mitochondrial
function, d) Corrects histone hyperacetylation and gene expression profile.

• Status: The NO-PARK trial is ongoing and has as of the end of 2021 included 120
participants.
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PI: Charalampos
Tzoulis

Trial: NR-SAFE
A phase I, randomized, double-blinded, safety trial of high-dose nicotinamide
riboside (NR) in PD

Participating Centre
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen

Funding
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital

• Background: It is plausible that the beneficial effects of NR in PD, observed in the NADPARK study, are dose-dependent and more prominent at higher doses. NR doses of up to
2000 mg per day have been tested in healthy humans with no signs of toxicity. However, the
safety and tolerability of even higher doses is untested.

• Primary objective: to determine the safety of oral NR dose of 3000 mg daily for a period of 4
weeks in individuals with Parkinson’s disease (PD). Secondary objectives include to assess
tolerability, and changes in the NAD metabolome and related metabolites in relation to an oral
NR dose of 3000 mg daily.
• Design: A phase I, randomized, double-blind trial. A total of 20 patients with PD will be
recruited and randomized (1:1) to either NR 1500 mg x 2 daily or placebo. Patients will be
followed for 4 weeks.
• Primary outcome: the between group (NR vs. placebo) difference in reported
moderate/severe acute and subacute adverse effects at the end of study, safety laboratory
values, and vital parameters. Secondary outcomes: Self-reported mild adverse effects after 4
weeks of follow up, and NAD metabolome in whole blood/PBMC measured by mass
spectrometry.
• Status: The NR-SAFE trial has secured funding and obtained all required regulatory
approvals during 2021. Recruitment will start in March 2022.
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PIs: Bettina
Husebø and
Charalampos
Tzoulis

Participating Centre
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
Funding
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital

Trial: DIGI.PARK
A trial of active sensor-technology as disease progression markers and treatment
outcome measures in PD
• Background: The ability to perform accurate and reproducible clinical evaluation of
individuals with PD is currently hindered by two major limitations: 1) Clinical assessment is
largely based on subjective assessment by the treating neurologist – either empirically, or by
means of systematic clinical scales. The subjective nature of these assessments introduces
high variability in clinical assessment, which in turn biases clinical observational and
treatment studies. 2) The patients’ extent and severity of clinical dysfunction varies
considerably over a 24h period, partly due to treatment-effects of dopaminergic treatment.
Thus, the state of the patient witnessed during a clinical session is not necessarily
representative of the individual’s condition. The DIGI.PARK study will attempt to address
these limitations by harnessing the potential of active sensor technologies to monitor
essential motor and non-motor features of PD continuously over time.
• Objectives: DIGI.PARK aims to study digital phenotyping to better understand sub-types and
symptoms in people with PD. The study will ascertain whether this technology can help
identify, track, and predict symptom associations of PD. It will also investigate new outcome
measures for clinical trials that address PD.
• Design: Patients with PD and neurologically healthy controls, recruited among the patient
partners or spouses, will be fitted with sensor technologies such as smartwatches (Fitbit
Sense and Empatica E4) and a smart ring (Oura Ring). These instruments can measure
movements, heart rates, and electrodermal activities, which yield information about activity,
sleep, and stress, among others. The data retrieved from the devices will be analysed using
artificial intelligence and digital signal processing techniques, to facilitate clinical assessment
and decision-making. In particular, the team will focus on a subgroup of artificial intelligence
methods called explainable artificial intelligence.
• Status: The DIGI.PARK study has secured funding and obtained all required regulatory
approvals during 2021. Recruitment will start in January 2022.
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PIs: Charalampos
Tzoulis and
Mandar Jog

Research: Cohort study STRAT-PARK
A population-based cohort study from three centres across Norway and Canada

Participating Centres/Partners
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• St Olav’s University Hospital, Trondheim
• The London Movement Disorders Centre (LMDC),
Ontario, Canada
Funding
• The K.G Jebsen Foundation
• The Trond Mohn Foundation
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• Haukeland University Hospital
• University of Bergen
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed

• Background: A major bottleneck hindering breakthroughs in PD research is the disorder’s
vast biological heterogeneity. Although PD is commonly referred to as a single entity,
evidence suggests that it is, in fact, an umbrella term, comprising a spectrum of disorders
with overlapping clinical symptoms, but diverse molecular mechanisms.
• Objectives: To stratify PD based on underlying molecular pathogenesis and develop
biomarkers enabling patient stratification in clinical practice.
• Design: Establishing a population-based cohort from three centres across Norway and
Canada, following the cohort yearly and map the longitudinal change of the molecular
landscape in clinically accessible tissues of patients and controls. This will elucidate
molecular processes implicated in disease initiation and progression and provide an early,
crude clustering of patients according to molecular background. Subsequently, we will apply
state-of-the-art computational analyses to perform multidimensional integration of our
database and identify biomarkers for molecular stratification of PD. Biomarkers will be
validated in other appropriate cohorts and assessed for innovation and commercialization
potential. Successful biomarkers will enable patient selection for participation in tailored trials.
• A total of 2,000 patients and controls will be recruited from the three participating clinical
centres. Subjects will be followed at yearly visits with repeated clinical investigations,
neuroimaging, blood and cerebrospinal fluid sampling and muscle biopsy. We are particularly
interested in the muscle specimens as this is a post mitotic tissue that may express
epigenetic, mitochondrial and other molecular markers of disease that are undetectable in
blood. As part of our clinical characterization, we will implement novel methods of objective
motor assessment using body suits with integrated movement sensors.
• Status: Participant recruitment is ongoing in all three centres. As of the end of 2021, 100
participants have been included.
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PI: Charalampos
Tzoulis

Research: The ParkOme –
a multidimensional molecular atlas of PD
Developing comprehensive molecular database and network to understand PD

Participating units
• Neuro-SysMed, by the Bioinformatics Unit of the
Tzoulis group
• The Helse Vest IKT Department
• Microsoft Azure
Funding
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• The Research Council of Norway, FRIPRO
• The Trond Mohn Foundation
• Haukeland University Hospital
• The University of Bergen
• The K.G Jebsen Foundation

•

Background: Progress in the PD field is impeded by lack of mechanistic understanding and
biological heterogeneity. Much of what we know regarding the involvement of these processes in the
pathophysiology of PD comes either from the study of monogenic diseases, whose relevance for
idiopathic PD is highly uncertain, or from cell and animal models that do not accurately reflect human
disease. Thus, the most accurate source of information for PD remains the study of patients

•

Objectives: to advance the insight into the pathogenesis of PD, by generating a multi-omic atlas of
the PD brain, muscle, blood, and gut, at the tissue and single-cell level.

•

Design: Genomic, epigenomic, transcriptomic and proteomic data are currently being generated in
key-regions of fresh-frozen post-mortem brain (n > 1,000), as well as in vivo blood samples, muscle,
and gastrointestinal biopsies. In each bulk-tissue sample, the group is constructing a multilayer
molecular map combining the genome, DNA-methylation, selected histone modifications, chromatin
accessibility, transcriptome, and proteome. To mitigate the confounder of cellular heterogeneity,
additional studies will be conducted in single cells.

•

The group is interrogating the ParkOme using a combination of powerful supervised and
unsupervised computational analyses (including artificial intelligence). Molecular signatures defining
PD and its subclasses will be identified and translated. Biomarkers and therapies emerging from this
work will trigger clinical studies at Neuro-SysMed.

•

Status: In 2021, the group completed RNA sequencing of an unprecedented 800 brain samples of
individuals with PD, other parkinsonisms and healthy controls. This data has been analysed with
multiple novel and intriguing findings and several publications are underway. The first experiments of
single-cell transcriptomics, using the dedicated 10X-Chromium platform, have been completed and 44
data from 50 brains from patients with PD, MSA and healthy controls are currently being analysed.

PI: Kristoffer
Haugarvoll

STRAT-COG: a prospective cohort study
to stratify dementia
STRAT-COG Biomarkers for Improved Diagnosis and Treatment in Dementia
•

Background: Dementia, including Alzheimer’s (AD) and Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB), is
the most common group of neurodegenerative disorders. Dementia is a heterogeneous group of
disorders, where a mixture of several types of pathologies is often present in individual patients.
There is a need to identify molecular processes that are relevant across sub-groups of dementia
and processes that can help stratify dementia into sub-groups that reflect underlying biology. The
central hypothesis in this project is that converging molecular pathways exist across subtypes of
dementia, but also that there are underlying subtypes that may not be fully reflected in the
current classification system. We propose to identify biological overlap and disease subtypes,
based on a transdisciplinary approach integrating cognitive testing, clinical investigations,
neuroimaging and molecular biomarkers. Thus, this approach will enable us to reclassify and
stratify dementia according to underlying biological patterns. The study also includes a brain
donation program.

•

Objective: to establish a cohort with multidimensional data that can be integrated in order to the
complex clinical and biological spectrum of dementia and stratify it into subclasses with
homogeneous biology and prognosis. This knowledge will then be used to develop diagnostic
and prognostic biomarkers and identify novel therapeutic targets.

•

Secondary objectives:
1. Establish and characterize the STRAT-COG cohort, focusing on AD and DLB;
2. Elucidate genome-wide epigenetic and transcriptomic signatures associated with dementia;
3. Establish an objective molecular classification system for dementia;
4. Develop precision biomarkers for accurate molecular diagnosis and patient stratification in
45
clinical practice.

Participating Centres
• Haraldsplass Deaconess Hospital, Bergen
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
Funding
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• Haraldsplass Deaconess Hospital
• Haukeland University Hospital

PIs: Ole-Bjørn
Tysnes and
Charalampos
Tzoulis

Trial: NO-ALS
A phase-II, multi-center, double-blinded randomized clinical trial of oral NR and
pterostilbene in early ALS (NO-ALS study)
• Background: There is no known cure for ALS. This project has the potential to discover a
disease modifying therapy in ALS, thus vastly improving patient care and prognosis.

Participating Centres
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• Akershus University Hospital, Lørenskog
• Oslo University Hospital, Oslo
• Drammen Hospital, Vestre Viken
• St Olav’s University Hospital, Trondheim
• Stavanger University Hospital, Stavanger
• University Hospital of North Norway, Tromsø
• Førde Hospital, Førde
• Haugesund Hospital, Haugesund

Funding
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway
• KLINBEFORSK
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital
• University of Bergen
• Participating hospitals

• Objective: to test the potential of NR (nicotinamide riboside) as a neuroprotective therapy for
ALS.
• Design: a multi-centre, phase II randomized double-blinded clinical trial, comparing
combined oral NR and pterostilbene to placebo in early ALS. A total of 180 patients will be
nation-wide recruited to the study Arm 1.
• Status: Patients have been included since October 2020. By end of 2021, a total of 129
patients have been included, 49 in the study arm 1 which require 180 included patients The
study is expected to close by the end of 2023.
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PI: Ole-Bjørn
Tysnes

Trial: The NO-ALS extension trial
An open label extension trial for patients who have fulfilled the NO-ALS protocol

Participating Centres
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
• Akershus University Hospital, Lørenskog
• Oslo University Hospital, Oslo
• Drammen Hospital, Vestre Viken
• St Olav’s University Hospital, Trondheim
• Stavanger University Hospital, Stavanger
• University Hospital of North Norway, Tromsø
• Førde Hospital, Førde
• Haugesund Hospital, Haugesund

• Background: Patients who have fulfilled the double-blinded NO-ALS protocol
comparing high doses of Nicotinamide riboside (NR) and Pterostilbene (Pt) versus
placebo, will after the one-year randomization period be invited to the open label NOALS extension trial where all patients will receive active treatment.

• Objective: This is most of all a safety protocol to study eventual long term side effects
of long-term treatment with high doses of NR/Pt, but effect parameters will also be
followed (ALSFRS-R and Vital capacity). The intension is to continue this treatment
until the NO-ALS trial is concluded.
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PIs: Ole-Bjørn
Tysnes and
Charalampos
Tzoulis

Trial: The STRAT-ALS trial
Mitochondrial biomarkers to stratify amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

Postdoc: Tale Litlere
Bjerknes

Participating Centre
• Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen
Funding
• The Regional Health Authority of Western Norway by
postdoc grant for Tale L. Bjerknes
• The Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• Haukeland University Hospital
• University of Bergen
• Donations from Nils Arne Morka

• Background: Patients with ALS have highly variable clinical phenotypes. Overall, it has not
been possible to distinguish familial and sporadic ALS based on clinical phenotypes.
Mitochondria are the main generators of cellular ATP through the process of oxidative
phosphorylation, which takes place at the mitochondrial respiratory chain. Neurons depend
on a particularly high energy turnover to survive and function. Moreover, mitochondria have
important roles in calcium homeostasis, regulation of cellular proliferation and apoptosis,
certain heme and steroid synthesis reactions, as well as being the main site for reactive
oxygen species (ROS) production. Mitochondrial DNA has a higher mutation rate than the
nuclear DNA, and motor neurons might also be especially vulnerable to these changes given
that these cells are especially energy demanding and live and function throughout the entire
lifetime of a person.

• Objective: to address the probable heterogeneity of mitochondrial function in ALS, in a
longitudinal cohort study to stratify ALS according to underlying biological mechanisms, so
that tailored treatments can be developed and applied.
• Design: Initially, the focus will be mitochondrial markers, based on well-established
techniques and preliminary results from studies on Parkinson’s disease.

• Status: The study will start in 2022.
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PI: Trond Riise

Research: Drug-screening project
Drug screening to identify factor influencing disease risks and to nominate novel
therapies

Funding
• Research Council of Norway, Neuro-SysMed
• University of Bergen
• Michael J. Fox foundation
• Participating centres
• Research Council of Norway, FRIPRO

•

Background: A limitation to the translational research approach when developing new medical treatment, is
that it is dependent on existing hypotheses and knowledge on disease mechanisms for the first phase in basic
sciences experiments. Furthermore, findings in animal models may not be directly relevant for human disease,
and studies comparing the representativeness of animal models for human disease show overall poor results.
The Riise group is addressing these limitations by introducing an initial screening phase in humans that will
form the basis for new hypotheses that in a second phase will be tested and validated in mechanistic
experiments using human iPSC-derived neurons and animal models. This approach might be referred to as
“inverse translational research” and represents a novel use of Norwegian health registries.

•

Objective: To evaluate whether existing drugs (molecules) can be repurposed as effective treatment of PD,
ALS, and MS. Any of the drugs that will be validated in all phases of this study are likely to represent reliable
and plausible biological mechanisms relevant for the disease. As these drugs have a known safety profile, the
results from this study could form a direct basis for phase-II clinical studies in humans. This could lead to novel
treatment that may benefit those affected by diseases in considerable shorter time than in a more traditional
drug development approach.

•

Design: Screening of all prescriptions given to all Norwegians since 2004. These prescriptions (about 800 mill)
are linked to the incidence of PD, ALS and MS. The group will evaluate whether use of any of the 1600 drugs
used in Norway are associated with a decreased – or – increased risk of developing PD, ALS or MS.

•

Status: An initial screening has identified 31 specific drugs that are reducing the risk of developing PD after
controlling for multiple testing (False Discovery Rate). These drugs plus an additional 40 drugs showing a
markedly reduced risk on PD, - but not surviving the FDA-criteria due to low exposure in the general population
- were entered in a second phase where the dose-response effect of these drugs and the variation of effect
according to number of years prior onset to PD were estimated. A subset of these drugs showing a sufficiently
dose-response effect are now being evaluated according to expansion studies where the effect of drugs
targeting the same receptors or proteins are estimated. A final list of drugs created this spring (2022) will be
entered into experimental studies at a molecular level, where an ultimate validation will be performed.
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Industry sponsored clinical trials
Neuro-SysMed participates in several industry sponsored clinical trials. Some of them were
ongoing at the time when Neuro-SysMed was established (1-6), and four new studies have been
added (7-10).
1.

Tysabri observation Trial in RRMS, Phase IV, 2007. Long-term safety and efficacy observational study of
natalizumab (Biogen) (KM Myhr national coordinator)

2.

Ocrelizumab vs Interferon beta-1a sc. trice weekly in RRMS, the OPERA trial Phase III trial, 2011. Open
label extension (Roche) (KM Myhr national coordinator)

3.

A prospective, multicenter, observational, post-authorization safety study (PASS) to evaluate the long-term
safety profile of LEMTRADA® (alemtuzumab) treatment in patients with recurrent multiple sclerosis PASS OBS13434 (REK-Nord 2014/1892) (Sanofi) (L Bø PI at Haukeland University Hospital)

4.

A Nordic observational trial to evaluate the efficacy of Lemtrada© (Alemtuzumab) on fatigue, quality of life
and partient reported outcome measures in patients with relapsing-remitting MS. REK-Sør-Øst 2016/661
(Sanofi) (Ø Torkildsen national coordinator)

5.

Ocrelizumab (open label) in RRMS – safety and efficacy extension study, the CASTING and later LIBERTO
study Phase IV, 2018 (Roche) (KM Myhr national coordinator)

6.

Oral Cladribine or placebo in Early MS (CIS) – long term follow-up, the CLASSIC MS study Phase-IV, 2019
(NCT03961204) (Merck) (KM Myhr national coordinator)

7.

Primary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis (PPMS) Study of Bruton’s Tyrosine Kinase (BTK) Inhibitor
Tolebrutinib (2020) (SAR442168) (PERSEUS) (Sanofi) (Ø Torkildsen national coordinator)

8.

Non-relapsing Secondary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis (NRSPMS) Study of Bruton’s Tyrosine Kinase
(BTK) Inhibitor Tolebrutinib (2020) (SAR442168) (HERCULES) (Sanofi) (Ø Torkildsen national coordinator)

9.

Study of Evobrutinib in Participants with Relapsing Multiple Sclerosis (RMS) (2020) (evolutionRMS2)
(Merck) (Ø Torkildsen national coordinator)

10.

An Open-label Study Evaluating Ofatumumab Treatment Effectiveness and PROs in subjects With RMS
Transitioning From Dimethyl Fumarate or Fingolimod to Ofatumumab (ARTIOS) (2020) (Novartis) - (KM
Myhr PI at Haukeland University Hospital)
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